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Setting the Stage
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• If you have a Physician + Financial Relationship + Entity:
• Physician may not make a Referral to that Entity for the furnishing of 

Designated Health Services (“DHS”) for which payment may be made under 
Medicare; and
• The entity may not bill Medicare, an individual or another payor for the DHS 

performed pursuant to the prohibited Referral…
... unless the arrangement fits squarely within a Stark exception

• Threshold Compliance Statute
• Strict liability, no intent required.  Civil (non-criminal statute)  
• Has been triggered by “technical” violations, inadvertence and error

The Stark Law
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• OIG may impose a civil money penalty of up to $15,000 against any 
person whom:
• Has presented or caused to be presented a claim for a payment that such person knows, or 

should know, may not be made under Medicare or Medicaid; or
• Against any person whom it determines has not refunded on a timely basis (within 60 days) 

amounts collected as a result of billing an individual, third party payor, or other entity for a 
designated health service that was provided in accordance with a prohibited referral under 
Stark

• Stark sanctions include exclusion from Medicare and Medicaid and fines of up to $100,000 for 
circumvention schemes

• Qui tam/false claim actions may also reference Stark violations

Sanctions Are Severe



• Stark has numerous exceptions based on the type of financial 
relationship
• Exceptions are in three categories: 

• Both an ownership interest and compensation arrangement
• Only an ownership interest
• Only a compensation arrangement

• When reviewing a particular physician practice or other arrangement, it 
is imperative that the correct type of exception is used

Stark Exceptions



• 42 U.S.C. §1320a-7b(b)
• Designed to prevent certain payments in connection with the furnishing of 

services reimbursable under the Medicare and Medicaid programs as well as 
other governmental health care initiatives
• Prohibits knowingly and willfully soliciting, receiving, offering or paying 

remuneration, directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in kind, in 
exchange for or to induce the referral of any item or service for which payment 
may be made in whole or in part under Medicare, Medicaid or other 
government health programs

Anti-Kickback Statute



• Greber test 
• If one purpose of the arrangement or deal is to induce referrals, the Anti-Kickback Statute is 

violated.  U.S. v. Greber, 760 F.2d 69 (3rd Cir. 1985)

• The ACA test 
• There is no requirement of actual knowledge of or specific intent to commit a violation of the 

Anti-Kickback Statute

Be careful with communications to avoid risk that illegal intent could be misconstrued!

Intent Test



• Violation is a felony, punishable by fines up to $25,000 and up to 5 years 
imprisonment.  Violation can also result in imposition of civil monetary penalties 
and/or exclusion from such government health care programs
• Safeguards:
• It is imperative that any arrangement not be pursued for the purpose to induce 

referrals
• It is always possible that a trier of fact, such as a judge or jury, could 

misconstrue the facts and find differently
• Intent and structure of an arrangement are vital!

Penalties and Safeguards



• OIG has issued safe harbor regulations to protect certain arrangements
• An arrangement must meet each element of a safe harbor in order to 

be safe from investigation or prosecution as a criminal offense or as a 
basis for exclusion from participating in the government health care 
programs
• However, an arrangement does not necessarily violate the Anti-

Kickback Statute if it does not satisfy a safe harbor.  Such an 
arrangement is judged under the language of the Anti-Kickback law 
itself

Compliance/Safe Harbors 



The Stark and AKS Regulatory Analysis
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Compensation

Items or Services

Physician / Group

DHS Referrals Are Made (But Entity Can’t Pay For Them)

Which Stark Exceptions and AKS   
Safe Harbors are Applicable???

Health Care Entity



Ways to Engage Independent 
Physicians 
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• Common Compensation Models
• Guaranteed Base + Quality Incentive
• Guaranteed Base + Quality Incentive + Productivity Incentive
• Productivity Based (using wRVUs)

• Stark Employment Exception and Employees Safe Harbor

• The physician should be an “employee” 
• Compensation must comply with the “Big 3” (FMV, CR and New Volume/Value Test) 
• If compensation is conditioned on referrals, must meet the directed referral requirements
• If physician productivity will be “pooled,” or paid based on the physician’s “care team” consider a 

group practice analysis  
• Exception and safe harbors are flexible regarding writing, signature and set-in-advance 

requirements

Employment Agreements
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• Independent Physicians - PSA Exception and the PSA Safe Harbor
• Must be set out in a writing and signed by the parties.  Could be satisfied by a “collection of documents” 

in challenging compliance situations.
• Compensation must be “set-in-advance” or set forth in a formula/methodology
• Compensation must comply with the “Big 3” (FMV, CR and New Volume/Value Test) 
• If relying on the PSA exception, duration must be at least 1 year
• If compensation is conditioned on referrals, must meet the directed referral requirements

• Considerations  
• Per diem call arrangements are very common in the industry.
• Call arrangements should be carefully structured and periodically monitored to ensure they continue to 

reflect the actual coverage being performed.
• Watch for pitfalls:  Concurrent call at multiple facilities, duplicative call arrangements, low 

activations.
• New regulations provide more contracting flexibility at start (90-day rule) and when amending.

Call Arrangements
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• Common Compensation Models
• Hourly Rate With a Monthly Cap

• Considerations  
• Administrative arrangements with monthly caps are common in the industry.
• Requiring time sheets for payment continues to be the best-practice.
• Carefully examine any departments with multiple administrative roles. 
• Should be carefully structured and periodically monitored to ensure they continue to reflect 

the actual coverage being performed consistent with FMV.
• FMV analysis for administrative duties typically relies on survey data for clinical services.
• New regulations provide more contracting flexibility at start (90-day rule) and when amending.

Administrative Arrangements
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• Common Compensation Models
• Physician Coverage Agreements:  Hourly/daily or other formula-based compensation
• Hospital-Based Service Agreements:  Fixed annual subsidy or variable subsidy based on 

collections reconciliation

• Considerations  
• Coverage agreements like this are common in the industry.
• Professional service agreements should be carefully structured and periodically monitored to 

ensure they continue to reflect the actual coverage being performed.
• Carefully examine any groups with multiple coverage/call arrangements. 
• FMV analysis for subsidy-based collection guarantees should be carefully reviewed.  The 

rationale should be to bring the arrangement consistent with market.  

Professional Service Arrangements
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• Independent Physicians – Lease and Recruitment Exceptions
• See the requirements of applicable exceptions/safe harbors (e.g., space lease, equipment 

lease, timeshare exceptions, recruitment).  
• Employed arrangements would fall under the employment exception/ safe harbor. 

• Considerations  
• Arrangements like these are common in the industry.
• They should be carefully structured and periodically monitored.
• Carefully examine any physicians or groups with multiple arrangements and with higher levels 

of compensation. 
• FMV work product should be carefully reviewed.  Analysis typically will focus on the income, 

market and/or cost approach.

Other Arrangements
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• Recruitment arrangements are typically 3-party agreements between 
hospital, independent physician group, and individual physician recruit
• Facilitates physician recruitment by hospitals to assist with bringing physicians 

to the community and requires physician to become a member of the hospital’s 
medical staff.
• However, the arrangement cannot be conditioned on the physician’s referral of 

patients to the hospital – physician is allowed to establish staff privileges at any 
other hospital(s) and refer business to any other entities.

Physician Recruitment Arrangements
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Analyzing Compensation Models
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Current Models 
! Guarantee, Base, Hourly Rate or Draw

! Variable Production Compensation

! Supervision, Medical Directorship and/or Call Pay
! Performance Incentives (quality, patient satisfaction, structured as

additive or at risk) 

! Understand all components and test total compensation against the “
Big 3”

Future Models
! More incentives for: 

! Care Coordination, Cost Containment

! Following Evidence-Based Medicine Guidelines, 
! Outcomes

! Understand all components and test total compensation against 
the “Big 3”



• Target Patient Population ("TPP"):  The Where
• Value-Based Purpose:  The Why
• Value-Based Activity:  The How
• Value-Based Enterprise ("VBE"), Value-Based Participant:  The Who
• Value-Based Arrangement:  The What

• 42 CFR 411.351, 411.357(aa)

Stark:  Value-Based Care Exceptions 
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• Full Financial Risk
• VBE is responsible for cost of all patient care items and services covered by a 

particular payor on a prospective basis for each patient in TPP
• Remuneration is for or results from value-based activities undertaken by the 

recipient of the remuneration for patients in the TPP
• Definitions of "full financial risk" and "prospective basis" are included within 

the exception itself

Stark:  Value-Based Care Exceptions
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• "Meaningful" Downside Risk to the Physician
• Physician must be at risk to repay or forgo no less than 10% of the value of the 

remuneration that the physician receives under the arrangement
• Description of nature and extent of physician's downside risk is set forth in 

writing
• Compensation methodology must be set in advance
• Definition of "meaningful downside financial risk" is included within exception 

itself

Stark:  Value-Based Care Exceptions
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• Value-Based Arrangements
• Requires signed writing describing value-based activities and purposes
• Type of compensation and methodology for determining must be set in 

advance
• Any outcomes measures must be objective, measurable, and selected based on 

clinical evidence or credible medical support
• Remuneration is for or results from value-based activities undertaken by the 

recipient of the remuneration for patients in the TPP
• Arrangement must be monitored to ensure progress towards value-based 

purposes
• Corrective action must be taken if monitoring reveals shortcomings 

Stark:  Value-Based Care Exceptions
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• Value-Based Enterprise (The Who)
• Pharmaceutical manufacturers; DMEPOS manufacturers, distributors and 

suppliers; and laboratories are permitted to participate but not afforded Safe 
Harbor protection

• Target Patient Population (The Where)
• Value-Based Purpose (The Why) 
• Value-Based Activity (The How)
• Value-Based Arrangement (The What)
• Coordinating and Managing Care (The When)

AKS: Value-Based Care Delivery
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• Care Coordination Arrangements to Improve Quality, Health Outcomes 
and Efficiency (42 CFR 1001.952[ee])
• Remuneration must be in-kind
• Recipient pays at least 15% of the offeror’s costs

• Value-Based Arrangements with Substantial Downside Financial Risk (42 
CFR 1001.952[ff])
• VBE must assume substantial downside financial risk (one methodology = 20% 

of any loss)

• Value-Based Arrangements with Full Financial Risk (42 CFR 1001.952[gg])
• Full financial risk is determined on a prospective basis

AKS:  Value-Based Delivery Safe Harbors
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This presentation is solely for educational purposes and the matters presented 
herein do not constitute legal advice with respect to your particular situation. 

For more information on these topics 
visit hallrender.com.

Alyssa James
ajames@hallrender.com
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